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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)

It has been a very productive year as you may all
have noticed and Paul Walker and I are working
on keeping it as productive and interesting in
2016. The ICA certainly hopes it has been
interesting enough for you to pay the subscription
for 2016 by 1 january.

A really interesting interview with beautiful photos of concertina
repair and building will be published with the first issue in 2016.

There is a possibility that articles similar to the ones in PICA 2010 -
2013 will be published in future in pdf format on the website. When
that happens you will read details in Concertina World.

As always for easier access all the links in the articles Internet
Jukebox and Virtual Folkclub will be placed on the ICA website,
www.concertina.org.
Just go there and keep revisiting. The ones up to previous CW 463
have been published by our webmaster Michel.
Also keep an eye on the website for more details about the AGM.

Enjoy reading.

Pauline<>

    Deadline next Concertina World
     15 February 2016.

Membership renewal per 1 january 2016 please
see page 27 and 28.
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 “The search for Five Finger Frank”-Pete
Coe and Alice Jones: Leeds Central library,
14.11.15
Paul Walker

The day took the form of a presentation
between 12 and 1 and workshops till 5 o’clock;
there was also concert in the evening which we
were unfortunately unable to attend. All free,
paid for by Leeds Library services, who I believe got an Arts Council

grant.
The presentation and workshops
brought the work of folk song and
folk tune collector Frank Kidson to
the fore. It was a two hander
delivered equally between the
veteran, Pete Coe, and (to me)
relative newcomer, Alice Jones.
(Pete Coe it was who sold me my
first melodeon, a black Erica.
I later learned the error of my ways
and saved up for an English
concertina!) It was inspiring
listening, and at the end of 5 hours
I was left with a great desire to
listen to the songs that Frank
Kidson had unearthed and to play
the tunes that he had collected.
The artists brought both love and
enthusiasm to their performance
and the audience/students in the
workshop were, I think is fair to
say, thrilled.

So who was Frank Kidson? Born into
a fairly wealthy family of
industrialists, he had a small
inheritance which freed him to
follow his interests. He fell in love
with the folk songs that his   mother
sang to him, rural songs which he
felt would die out if he did not re-
search them and make some record
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of them. Because he had a number of interests and was rather
self-effacing, seeing his role as to preserve those rural traditions
rather than seek any fame as a folk music collector, his name is not
as well-known as that of Cecil Sharp his illustrious contemporary. In
fact one of the strands of the workshop put forward by both Pete
Coe and Alice Jones was that Frank Kidson and did not get the credit
he deserved and that Cecil Sharp perhaps did not attribute all the
material he got from the man. Kidson himself was limited as a music
player, (the reason for the humorous title of the workshop i.e. if a
tune on the piano was     beyond the range of his 5 fingers on the
piano he would not be able to play it) and relied on a close musical
relationship with Ethel, his niece who was talented musically. He was
also assisted in the     production of “Traditional Tunes” 1891 by
Charles Lolly. Kidson also enjoyed a good relationship with Lucy
Broadwood (the folksong  collector).

A fascinating issue to emerge from the presentation was that Kidson
did edit the material that he collected. So that we cannot for
example be sure what key a song or tune was originally played in.
Such details depended upon the musicality and perhaps memory of
Kidson’s associate collectors. This was contrasted with the
methodology of Percy Grainger who painstakingly notated tunes
from recordings, and would aim to reproduce the exact variations of
the singer.

There were 2 workshops-the first for songs and the next tunes.
This hadn’t been properly advertised in the advance publicity so
apologies to Pete Coe if my concertina noodles intruded as he was
belting out “Hares on the Old Plantation”. I played as quietly as I
could Pete!
Again the workshops were two handers with Pete on melodeon and
bouzouki with Alice on clarinets, keyboards and harmony vocal. The
other songs were “The Swan Swims So Bonny” and “Scarborough
Fair”. For each song the duo would teach the audience harmony
parts. The harmonies were rather intuitive-as if not completely
worked out/written down. This is not a criticism; it reflected I think
the folk nature of the event and added to the creativity. It was
definitely a workshop rather than a performance at this stage.
The whole event was conducted with great good humour.

After a short break Alice Jones kicked off the tunes workshop by
teaching “New Road to Alston” - this in a very inclusive way on the
whistle, at a pace suitable for relative beginners.
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Pete Coe upped the pace teaching the “Kirkgate Hornpipe No.1”,
“Come Ashore Jolly Tar” and “Trip to Knaresborough” using the
melodeon. Not being a brilliant sight reader, I did struggle a bit
keeping up with the tunes that were unfamiliar. But with the dots
provided and a strong aural memory, I came away with the means
and desire to expand my   repertoire on these Kidson tunes.
Excellent.
There was a strong core of English concertina players in this second
workshop.  Two reps from the Yorkshire Concertina Club being
evident on their home turf, along with four fiddles, two melodeons,
a recorder and a whistle player. Near the back was an accordion
player. A high standard I felt among these folk tune enthusiasts
assembled in Leeds.
The really good news for these enthusiasts and Concertina World
readers is that both of Kidson’s books are freely and legally
available online. Choose the pdf option at

https://archive.org/download/oldenglishcount00kidsgoog

to get “Old English Dances” edited by Frank Kidson.
The original is a slim volume, a copy of which is part of Pete Coe’s
collection of Kidson material, which workshop participants were
freely encouraged to handle and study.

“Traditional Tunes- a Collection of Ballad Airs”: edited by Frank
Kidson can be downloaded from:

https://archive.org/stream/imslp-tunes-kidson-
frank/PMLP202386-
Kidson_traditionaltunes00rugg#page/n5/mode/2up

The day’s presentation and workshop would have been very valuable
if it had been presented by two musically literate librarians.
However, the duo of Alice Jones and Pete Coe is a folk partnership
made in heaven. Yin and yang certainly-Alice Jones the ingénue,
bursting with enthusiasm and talent-declaring herself almost in love
with the icon Frank Kidson, smiling coyly when hinting at some
saucy secret in the Kidson family closet: contrasted with Pete Coe,
described by the BBC as “a one-man folk industry”, his deadpan
comments delivered with the command and assurance of one who is
the grand-daddy of the Northern traditional scene. His interest and
professionalism I should add, undimmed by a severe chest infection.
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If the above wets your appetite, there are plenty of Internet
sources, plus of course the 2 original books in PDF to show what all
the fuss is about Frank Kidson. Suffice to say, that I, as a seasoned
ceilidh enthusiast, emerged into the Leeds tea-time traffic,
re-energised as regards the tunes and songs, and with a real
understanding of what “source Frank Kidson” actually means. Big
thanks to Alice Jones and Pete Coe for that. A reprise of the duo’s
performance may be seen in the New Year at:

Green Man Folk Club Concerts Saturday 5th March 2016 -The
Holybourne Theatre, London Rd,  Holybourne,  Alton,  Hants,
GU34 4EL .

Chippenham Folk Festival Fri 27th –Mon 30th May 2016

Nb: The CD ““The Search For Five Finger Frank” by Alice Jones
and Pete Coe will be reviewed in next issue of Concertina World
by Adam Walker (concertina player with Saddleworth Morris Men.)
<>
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Folkworks Summer School 2015
Heather McLachlan

During the summer holidays I got the amazing opportunity to take
part in the annual Folkworks Youth Summer School held in Durham,
for which I received a bursary from the International Concertina
Association.
Folkworks is a summer school set up so children and adults all
across the country playing a variety of instruments are able to get
together and learn about folk music while having an amazing time.
Even though it says it is summer school, it isn’t anything like school,
it is much more chilled and relaxed you get to meet many new peo-
ple as well as learn new things.

There are three Summer Schools, Junior, Youth and Adult and as I
am only 14 I was put into the Youth group. I play the English con-
certina and was placed in the mixed instrument group. I was very
lucky as Simon Thoumire, the ensemble group tutor, was also an
English concertina player.  During the option times where some un-
usual activities were available, like clog and rapper dancing, he
kindly give up his free time to help me get better at the concertina.
I enjoyed a few individual sessions where I learnt scales and tech-
niques, which I am grateful for as there are no concertina tutors
near to where I live. I have mostly been learning through demon-
strations with experienced players (such as a musician who helps
out at our Folkgroup and my school librarian) and through Youtube

videos and so it was fantastic having
dedicated time to learn.

During the week I learned how differ-
ent styles of concertinas and squeeze
boxes make different sounds.  I be-
came more familiar with the location of
less common notes on my concertina
and explored easy ways to find them.
I’ve also learnt more about the note
pattern on each side of the concertina,
associated with thirds.  Before I at-
tended the summer school I tended to

play melody lines and am now much more confident at trying out
chords.  Simon encouraged me to practice scales and combinations
to experiment with my instrument and I hope to keep following his
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guidance.

One of the main things that I liked about Folkworks was that all the
tutors and staff were so cheerful even when everyone else was so
tired. They were willing to talk to you about your instrument and
you looked at them more like friends rather than tutors.  Also the
tutors and ‘Pasties’, (pastoral staff), were helpful if you did some-
thing stupid like lock yourself out the room like I did and were al-
ways in the background watching out for you, which was helpful if
you were new like me, as everything seemed overwhelming at first.

There were so many amazing opportunities available during the
week.  The daytime (9am – 6pm) was spent in lessons, with ensem-
ble workshops, main interest workshops and optional activities.
From 7pm – 9pm we had the chance to attend various concerts –
there was a tutors’ concert, a ceilidh where you had to dance and
play, the ‘Over to you’ student concert and the option to attend two
concerts in Durham; the ‘Tea for two’ and the ‘Women of rebellion’.
At the end of the week there was also a showcase concert between
the Youth and Junior summer school, where we got to show off what
we had been working on throughout the week. And then finally the
week ended with a party.
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For those still awake at the end of the concerts until midnight there
was a chance to just relax and jam together.  It was amazing how
one person started playing and everyone else just seemed to join in,
even if they didn’t know the tune.  I learnt how important it is to
listen and be able to play by ear – something I don’t always find
easy.  There was so much to do it wasn’t surprising when people
started sleeping in and missing breakfast!  You were just surround-
ed by music from getting up until going to bed and it was great!
Alongside ensemble pieces, there were three big tunes as a common
thread between all three summer schools; McKechnie’s Farewell,
Lang Stay’d Away and Hand Me Down.

Everyone learned them so that for the finale performance all three
summer schools combined to perform together, playing to the public
in Millennium Place in Durham city centre.   It is so hard to describe
what it was like to see, hear and play the big tunes all together.
I am so glad for that amazing opportunity, there wasn’t one part
that I didn’t enjoy and I would definitely recommend it to people as
you can’t even use words or start to imagine what it was like. I am
very grateful for the ICA whose bursary helped make it possible for
me to attend, and I know I am a better concertina player now than I
was a week ago!<>
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX -6 Paul Walker

For speedy access:   Go straight to the ICA website where Michel
van der Meiren, our ace Webmaster, has turned the hyperlinks
(the gobbledygook bit) into a  stunning TV-like  slideshow.
Excellent, Michel.

Bootle Concertina Band Parade (16/08/08)-Loyalists in Liverpool.
View the concertina in a military/political setting, marching in the
rain.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fobm32iGUlA-

The Elliots Issue Title Is Sea Shell Have Music (1936)-novelty
music-hall act-dextrous concertina from 0.27 min & on miniature
2.59;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcqzUtuk0I8&feature=youtu.be

Singer: Katrien Verheijden & English concertina: Pauline de
Snoo -  from Songbook36. (Uploaded on Mar 22, 2009)-jazzy
contemporary love song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=130&v=2w99zzhKcqE

David Gardiner workshop, playing MacCann duet concertina-David
Gardiner workshop, at the Swaledale Squeeze 2013. Sonorous
beauty.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=42&v=Ic_pzqpD9n8

Edel Fox - TG4 Young Musician of the Year 2004 - Edel Fox, Co.
Clare on anglo concertina-playing the Steam Packet and the Leitrim
Bucks;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNaStAQQPrA

John Roberts on anglo concertina, English style: Morris Dancing at
the pub sing at the Mystic Sea Music Festival on June 11, 2011;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHYFSZjCQPA

John Kirkpatrick plays the Bells of St. Mary's, at the Spread Eagle,
Lymm.  It's a famous Music Hall concertina players' 'trick' which
takes advantage of the Doppler Effect to make the concertina sound
like a peal of Bells. Jul 4, 2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxFFHNlLzbU
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Jody Kruskal sings Its My Lazy Day at Seaford Folk Club,
accompanying himself on concertina. - A fine, humorous rag time
song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZK_r05jVBCI

Please contact Concertina World to share any interesting links. <>

The Willie Clancy Summer School, Co. Clare Ireland
Erika Korver

“Now, if you love Irish tunes, you should visit the Willie Clancy week
in Milltown Malbay” were the words of a friendly Irish lady I started
talking with in Cork last year (2014), during my road trip in the
south of Ireland. “That’s the place to be”, she said. So I went a little
out of my way and indeed it was a great experience. It turns out the
basis of this fest was a summer school, taking place already for
more than 40 years, one whole week every first week of July. It’s a
summer school for the Irish folklore musical instruments, singing
and dancing. And when there aren’t any classes, there are recitals,
workshops, lectures, performances, céili’s and sessions going on
throughout the day, the evening and the night!

So this year I went back and this time to join the summer school
myself. I noticed that the people who join the summer school are of
all ages; come to think of it I don’t think there is a minimum age. I
saw young kids playing in every grade. However there is a minimum
level. They call it Early Player, which means you have to have had
lessons for at least 1 or 2 years. As for myself, I joined the
concertina classes, with my English concertina, which was kind of an
oddity, I think, because everyone else played the Anglo concertina. I
was a little worried about that beforehand but it was ungrounded.
Once I had registered (€140), I had not only paid for all classes but
I also had free admission to all recitals, lectures, workshops and
most of the performances. I thought that was so nice, not to worry
about bringing money anywhere. Just show the paper wristband and
walk in. Daily classes were from 10h00-13h00 and after that it
started to get more crowded on the streets and sessions were
starting up in every pub, sometimes 2 or even 3 in the same pub.
Some pubs had made a temporary out-build in the back to facilitate
another session or performance to go on at the same time. By the
way, with these sessions you’re most of the time free to join in.
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Because Milltown Malbay is pretty quiet for the rest of the year, ac-
commodation is not sufficiently available, but the people of Milltown
Malbay and Spanish Point found many ways to solve this. For exam-
ple, I brought my tent and I read on the billboard at the registration
desk that a family had made a temporary camping in their back
yard, near the main street! This was fantastic. So this is where I
stayed for the entire week. Another option is to request a homestay
at a family but this option is only for musicians who join the summer
school. When you’re just visiting, and you don’t want to camp I
would suggest to arrange accommodation in advance. If you want
more information about the workshops or lectures, the event has its
own site: www.scoilsamhraidhwillyclancy.com

Now you enjoy yourselves!
<>

VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB 2 with Paul Walker

For ease of viewing go to the ICA website where our wizard web-
master Michel van der Meiren has assembled these videos into a
“one-click” slideshow.  (So no need to use the hyper-links.)

First a floor spot by Alice Jones Crossing the Bar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2305QTDfRkI
followed closely by the perennial Pete Coe with Penny for the
Ploughboy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHQ0km0JVbk

Now Pete Coe and Alice Jones have been touring in a show
together - The Search for Five Finger Frank (ballads, broadsides
and dance tunes from Frank Kidson, a folk song collector from
Leeds, 1855-1926).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPMVgYPj8X8

Here to discuss with me some offerings from the Internet (over a
virtual pint of Pendle Witch) is my old mate Nigel Harbron,
singer/songwriter/folk journalist, who runs a session in Cumberland,
and tonight, Nigel, we have a plethora of duos.

PW: Nigel, you’ve come across Liza Carthy and Nancy Kerr.
NH: Well, who hasn’t?  Just a word about Pete Coe first, though.
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He is not far off being 70, and he both looks and sounds very well
indeed.  He may not be a household name, but he is the sort of
performer who forms the bedrock of the tradition, and long may he
thrive!

In their teens, Liza and Nancy were regulars at the many events the
wonderful Folkworks then arranged in the North-East.  I think the
first time I saw them together was when they were skate-boarding
in front of Hexham Abbey!  A year or two later at a Folkworks
workshop in Darlington, I noticed Liza making heavy weather of a
tune on her mandolin, and I did wonder if she was ever going to
follow in her illustrious parents’ footsteps.  Just shows what I know
about potential, doesn’t it?

Liza and Nancy performed as a duo for a couple of years, and I dug
out their 1993 CD the other day.  Surprisingly(?), it had more
instrumentals than songs on it. I think my favourite track would be
their unaccompanied version of Bushes and Briars, and, of course,
it’s been uploaded to YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CzX1wZg0KA

PW: I agree- that’s beautiful. Here   one of those fine 3/2
hornpipes we’re so fond of in the NW, Eliza Carthy and The
Wayward Band - Cobbler’s Hornpipe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8mS6rtAD8I

NH: You may be fond of 3/2 hornpipes, mate, but you’ve probably
never struggled to put an interesting guitar accompaniment to
them!

Let’s have some musical hilarity with the New Rope String Band
at Hardraw Folk Weekend 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aha0wXlLUnM

PW: I was sad to hear that the NRSB had called it a day, Nigel.
Did you know them as the Old Rope String Band?

NH: Yes and yes: The New Rope had a farewell concert in Newcastle
in October, and they have called it a day.  They’ve been on the road
for years, and I think they are simply exhausted - not surprisingly
given what they get up to on stage.  I knew the Old Rope, and, like
many, couldn’t believe that a successful new band could rise
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Phoenix-like after Joe Scurfield’s tragic death, but the New Ropes
managed this.   The YouTube links here speak for themselves.
Here is the ORSB on  WTV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWr0rNyjVBU

PW: The Scurfield I know is brother Harry. Here he is at
Swaledale in 2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6LlAVcWoy8

PW: Now Ian Carr has worked in many duos I believe, Nigel.
NH: Ian has had many playing partners over the years, but you
might be surprised to learn that he was an original member of ….
The Old Rope String Band!  He went his own way after a year or
two, which is when Tim Dalling joined the band.  Ian is one of the
most interesting guitarists on the folk scene, and his ability to come
up with the unexpected is legendary.  He has a sense of
rhythm/timing that wouldn’t be out of place in a modern jazz
setting, but, just when the listener is getting a bit edgy, he produces
a burst of melodic music which settles the nerves!   He formed a
duo with accordionist Karen Tweed in the 1990s, and their CD SHHH
has just been re-issued.   My favourite track is Hanoria (especially
the second part).  I don’t think it’s on YouTube, but you can listen to
snippets of SHHH tracks via Karen’s website.
Of course, if you want to hear Ian at his wackiest best, just track
down almost anything by the long-running duo he has enjoyed with
concertina-contortionist Simon Thoumire!

PW: Now Kate Rusby and Kathryn Roberts Exile (No Going
Home) from their 1995 CD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnlmwAfDOlk

NH: Kathryn won The Young Tradition Award in 1994, and she and
Kate blended nicely.  Nice perms, girls, on the CD cover, by the
way!

Now your number one son gets just about everywhere these days.
Here is Master R. Harbron with Tim van Eyken, playing Old
Swedish
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToSDWCQ027Y
and he’s even managed to squeeze himself between husband and
wife!  Here’s Nancy Kerr, James Fagan and Robert Harbron
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Music Supplement:

The tune Ailsa Craig on page two of this supplement was sent in
with the report by Helen Graham on the Arran Concertina event,
the other tunes were handed in to Foss for the dotty session in
2009. An event which takes place each year during the Swaledale
Squeeze in May. I found two versions of two tunes so you can
choose which one you prefer. Interesting to see how it is written.
I hope you enjoy the tunes. It is always difficult to find tunes to
publish here that have no copyright. If you have any nice tunes
they are always welcome. PS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8syCf-OYPU

NH: I think I mentioned last time that Rob, Nancy and James were
neighbours for a couple of years - in narrow-boats on the Kennet
and Avon Canal!  Their CD Station House is a favourite of mine, and,
if you haven’t heard their very clever Let the Mystery Be/Pie in the
Sky, you need to listen to the CD, as the YouTube version doesn’t
do it justice.

PW: Now one of my favourite female vocalists performing Strange
Affair- June Tabor with Martin Simpson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVFpMLE6WIo

and a lovely English ballad now from Spiers & Boden - The Birth of
Robin Hood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUE9yFSIyS8&index=5&list=PL
oeQ5yOS1-b0hqcP1hW3Vz5vdWo0hHbwZ

PW: What’s your last track, Nigel?
NH: The older I get, the more I think about my Teesside roots.  I
have no intention of going back to live there, but I am developing a
degree of nostalgia for the smoke, the dirt, the deprivation….
Anyway, I went to see Richard Grainger at Middlesbrough Town
Hall recently. To be honest, I didn’t know that much about him
beforehand, but he is a songwriter who often makes you feel that
you have known the song forever - even though you’ve just heard
one verse of it!  Have a listen to Come On By on his website, and
you’ll see what I mean.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxBsOFMutKg&index=41&list=P
LJ6AAGxo_E5gShMX9Rn1M5foknemigb_T

PW: Now I’m afraid the bar is closed, Nigel, but just to wet
your lips, here’s Good Ale from Bob & Ron Copper.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3IXHI18_wg

NH: I’ve just written a song which, to some extent, takes the p***
out of “good ale”.  It’ll be on the website before too long (I hope!)
www.tangledrootsmusic.com

NOTE TO CW READERS: If you have any song requests for the VIRTUAL
FOLK CLUB, please let the editor know. PW
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The Arran Concertina Event.

Helen Graham

October starts with a bang at the Arran Concertina Event!

Twenty three players, wives and husbands congregated in Kilmory
Bunkhouse on the first Friday in October.  It had been touch and go
whether we would arrive on time – fog and ferries don’t mix appar-
ently – but there we all were; from Denmark, the USA – a little is-
land off Seattle – via Iceland, the Netherlands, Japan (living in
Scotland),  England and, of course, Scotland.  Logistical skills were
called on to work out the optimal seating arrangements for meals,
after which we were treated to an Armenian meal – all meals this
year had an Armenian theme, apart, of course, from the traditional
farewell supper of haggis, neeps and tatties followed by cranachan,
courtesy of Assja and
Josephine.  Thanks
again for all your hard
work!

The Friday night play
around went well – so
well that we forgot to
do the customary
lists; ‘I want to learn’;
‘I can share’, and ‘I
can teach’.  These
were done on Satur-
day, and groups
formed as to what
people wanted to do.

During the weekend we learned two tunes by ear, one courtesy of
Henk, and one from David C., and some of us learned two slow
tunes from ‘the dots’ while others heard about what happened when
Patricia (and Nigel) and Jim    attended Cormac Begley and Jack
Talty’s workshop in Dingle. The  Band Workshop was well received,
and thanks are due to Dave P, our Leader for taking us so expertly
through Bach’s ‘Du o Schones Weltgebaude’  and ’Nellie the Ele-
phant’.  Brilliant as usual!  This year we were even recorded and put
on Soundcloud, so you can hear us if you look up ‘Samantha Payn’!!
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You may notice that we were not all concertinas – we had one glock-
enspiel as well.

On the Sunday, instead of our habitual trip to the Ormidale Hotel in
the evening we made the journey to the Fiddlers’ Music Bar and Bis-
tro in Brodick to join in their monthly session. It was a bit of a con-
certina flash mob, but we were made very welcome.

We had to say goodbye to several of our friends as they were re-
turning home early due to work commitments (GRRR) during the
session, and at six o’clock we were very politely asked to leave by
the proprietor (and fiddler), Donal, as he had bookings for meals – a
good job or we might have still been there now!!!  Also, our ‘Last
Supper’ was awaiting us in Kilmory.

Finally, and as usual, the weather!  Despite fog on the journey to
Arran we had a very pleasant time weather-wise.  The threatened
gales on the Monday didn’t even disrupt the ferry (sadly).  Ailsa
Craig didn’t hide this year and I took a photo of her from the road
by the bunk house and at sunrise from the beach.  I also wrote a
tune about her.

Thanks to Samantha for arranging and organising the weekend and
us.  It was a great 10th Event.  Plenty to do, plenty to eat, plenty to
play, plenty to say!  Plenty of ‘strange noises in the bunk house’!
Next year has already been booked, 7th to 10th October.  Book
early to avoid disappointment!  Sam’s email address is
Samantha@boorertranslations.com. <>
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Sidmouth Folk Week Drop-In
Claire Wren and Penny Mackreth

The Sidmouth Folk Week Drop-In had several new features this year
the most important of which was that it was FREE to all. The Team
thanks the ICA for their support. Together with sponsorship from
Banding Together and Barleycorn Concertinas the Team was able to
cover nearly half the costs. The WCCP itself funded the shortfall.

This, together with rigorous advertising resulted in the Drop-In
being very well supported not only by members but also by Mr/Mrs
Festival-Goer and their families. Most days saw between 40 and 50
people on site. At least 20 were regularly in the band, 6-10 regularly
in Post-Beginner workshop (both structured workshops led by Paul
and Sally Barratt) leaving between 10-15 “walk-ins” most days who
were welcomed with a coffee, an instrument and an enthusiastic
tutor. The week has resulted in 15 new members to WCCP many of
whom are intending to book for the October Kilve Beginners’
Weekend.

According to the criteria set at the ASG! weekend in January, when
the Sidmouth Drop-In was discussed at length, this makes the 2015
Drop-In a resounding success. Thanks must go to Paul and Sally
Barrett for the structured workshops, to Rachel Lupton and her
team for constant refreshments, to Chris Algar for bringing some
instruments, to Dave Townsend for dropping in and running a short
workshop and to all those who signed up and covered the
Volunteers’ Rota.

Claire Wren wren658@btinternet.com and Penny Mackreth
penny.mackreth@macmarketing.co.uk
Sidmouth 2015 team <>

Photo inside cover for workshop with Dave Townsend and more with
impressions on following pages. PS
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Interview Jochen Riemer, MacCann Duet Concertina and mu-
sic teacher.
Pauline de Snoo

How long have you been playing McCann Duet Concertina and how
did you come across the instrument?

I came across the concertina through a musician in the Irish music
scene in Berlin. I was fascinated by his English Concertina. At a
dance festival I then bought my first English Concertina. Two years
later we moved from Berlin to Bavaria.
The Duets fascinated me and I decided
to go for the system with the lowest
tones. I have played MacCann Duet
since 1996.

In Swaledale I noticed that you have a
lot of musical experience. What is your
musical background?

Oh, I would so have liked to study mu-
sic. However my parents were of the
opinion that if I had a “proper” job I
would be able to pay for music lessons
myself.  So I got a guitar and a book
on fingerpicking. But no lessons. Ex-
cept for a few hours here and there I never had any formal training.
In the end I tried to apply the fingerpicking of the folk guitar to the
Duet Concertina.
However I have always played a lot of music: at school, in the
church community and alone at home.  I picked up music theory bit
by bit on my own. I learned to play by copying other musicians.  It
was about seven years before I heard another Duet concertina. In
2000 I took a diploma as a music teacher at a private academy and
began to teach beginners' courses in music, children's choir and
Chemnitzer concertina.

Following my early years with folk guitar I started with Irish music.
After we moved to Bavaria and I bought the Duet concertina, I
changed over to English folk music.  I got to know friends with simi-
lar interests and we competed to learn tunes by heart. That was in
1997.  Of course my wife and I had wanted to go folk dancing in
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Bavaria just as we had done in Berlin but we were more or less
thrown out, because we had ended up at a dance where everyone
wore Bavarian traditional costume.  So we decided to start playing
for English dances.  A very enjoyable wedding was a good start and
then we had one or two events every month.  It was learning by
doing.

The German Folkcamp has had a great influence on me. It is quite
different from the English, in that the English musicians teach the
other musicians present, whereas here
they compete all evening with each
other. Dave Ball and Liam Robinson
have been my greatest inspirations at
the Folkcamp.  My instruments are
Duet concertina, Chemnitzer concerti-
na, Melodeon DG and Onerow in C.

The training as a music teacher arose
from a necessity since my pay as a
nurse was not enough.  I am not a
music teacher instead of a nurse but it
is an extra job.  I have four children
and Bavaria is a very expensive area in
which to live.  In Germany you need a university qualification to be
allowed to teach in state schools.  So I have filled in the niches (rare
instruments, folk music), I have performed and participated in holi-
day programmes and so on.  In Bavaria all colleagues had a second
job. Living in the north I have now reduced my hours in the hospital
in order to have more  time for music. That is not unusual here. My
fellow nurses are for example a shepherd, a farrier and a hypnotist.

I have taught many beginners' music classes, lead a children's choir
and have found a sponsor so that I could teach Chemnitzer concerti-
na, Anglo German 20 button and MacCann Duet at the local music
school.  I have been a regular tutor at the South German Concertina
Event and at the “Hummelkurs” in Naurod, and I am the Youth Mu-
sician at the Folkcamp Germany, which means that I teach the chil-
dren and youngsters. I also go to the “German Concertina
Weekend” in Drawehn and to Folksounds in Elmstein. I am invited
as a teacher for concertina, for folk music orchestras with children
and young people. The themes are mostly concertina specific or in-
volve the music of Northern Germany where there is a mixture of
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English, German and Danish music.  My own favourite music is Eng-
lish folk music, which inspires me over and over again. Although I
also play tango, ragtime and choral pieces.

I would like to teach more and play for dancing. Five years ago I
moved with my family from Bavaria to Schleswig Holstein. I have to
make a new start with many things. The number of events is in-
creasing again.

How did you
like the
Swaledale
Squeeze?

Swaledale was
great! I like
the wonderful
atmosphere,
the marvellous
landscape and
the inspiring

sessions.  Everybody was very friendly and I enjoyed it very much.

What was your favourite moment or time in music?

The most beautiful moments were and are always when I play for
dancing and when the dancers seem to be enveloped by my music,
like disappearing into the music. That is a wonderful experience.
Then it feels as if I have magical fingers. I am usually not so relaxed
in everyday life but at these times I can let go and feel a special
kind of happiness.  This feeling of letting the music flow is a gift that
I am given over and over again. You cannot make it happen.

What would you like to do in the future?

It is my dream to promote the emergence of another regional folk
music style, preferably dance music. It should not be copied music
(e.g. Swedish, French or English) but it should be music that be-
longs here in the north and which could be rooted in other different
countries.  I have begun to research our music in Northern Germa-
ny. My example for the questions is England. I can be very enthusi-
astic about this.  It is also the reason that I have studied the
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Chemnitzer concertina.

It sounds to me as if you have heard of the ideas of Emile Jaques
Dalcroze?!  The way you talk about dance music and disappearing
into the music. Have you ever heard of him?

The description of Mr Dalcroze sounds very interesting. I will look
into his work. With me it was however mainly that I played with
friends for dancing whilst completely inexperienced. That was an
amazingly strong impact.  Unfortunately this also led to some disap-
pointments because we could not create the right mood. Looking for
the reason I remembered an article “Medley Mania” by John Kirk-
patrick.  This article has helped me to improve. I then improvised
without really knowing how. People often asked me what I was do-
ing. But I stuck to it and achieved more and more positive dance
experiences.

And what have you learned from the Chemnitzer concertina?
Through the Chemnitzer the German music gets added depth, not
just because of the really deep bass notes but also because of the
somewhat melancholic sound.  English music is often filled up by the
use of more notes. German music sticks to the key-notes. That is
smoothed out by the broader sound. The Chemnitzer makes the
meaning of the German melodies clearer in the relation of the melo-
dy to the dance.

To understand that better in practice I play for the folk dance group
in Heide. They are now quite excited to have more of this.

I shall soon have a demo ready and the website is being rebuilt. I
am already very excited and looking forward to my next dance
project. Followed by another Folkcamp. And in April 2016 is the Ses-
sionhause, a music meeting for German, Danish and English music.
<>

Videos on the ICA youtube channel can be seen via the ICA website
Website of Jo Riemer: www. joriemer.de PS
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Gold Badge recipient Rollo Woods (concertina player and
dance musician)

Copied from the internet by PS

Details Published on Friday, 21 August 2015 09:54
Five people who have made key contributions to the folk arts have
become the latest recipients of Gold Badge awards from the English
Folk Dance and Song Society (EFDSS).

Magazine editor Ian Anderson, singer and composer John Tams,
founders of Wren Music Marilyn Tucker and Paul Wilson, and writer
and researcher Rollo Woods have all been chosen to receive the
awards.

Gold Badges are given for unique or outstanding contributions to
folk music, dance or song, distinguished service to EFDSS and/or
exceptional contributions to EFDSS’ work. The five join an illustrious
list of Gold Badge holders including EFDSS founder Cecil Sharp,
composer Dr Ralph Vaughan Williams, performer/writer A.L. Lloyd,
and musicians The Spinners, EFDSS President Shirley Collins and
EFDSS Vice President Eliza Carthy.

“I am delighted that Ian, John, Marilyn, Paul, and Rollo have
been recognised for the important role they have played in
their individual fields. All of them have helped to inspire,
support and inform generations of folk fans which enables the
traditional English folk arts to continue to thrive. They are all
very well deserved awards.”

Alan James, Chair of EFDSS

About Rollo Woods
The 90-year-old has enjoyed a 75-year relationship with the folk
arts, notably through playing for dancing, Morris dancing and
researching and performing the music of the village church bands
through West Gallery Music. A widely respected concertina player
and dance musician, Rollo’s passion for folk dance was inspired by
his mother and on seeing the Cambridge Morris Men perform
inspired him to take up the dance whilst at Cambridge, which led to
a career in dancing and music which was to last more than 50
years. He also danced with the Winchester Morris side, later
becoming Squire. In 1974 Rollo provided some of the music for
Lionel Bacon’s A Handbook of Morris Dancing, known to all as the
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Black Book. Rollo also formed and led the first ever ceilidh band in
Hampshire. Over the years, through this playing and teaching
including residential workshops and weekly groups, he has taught
many amateur musicians their craft. His interest in church and
secular music led to the founding of the West Gallery Music
Association led to festival experiences, guest appearances on BBC
television programmes, a sell out book Good Singing Still and
formation of revival bands Madding Crowd and Purbeck Village
Quire.

Details of the Gold Badge presentation at www.efdss.org

I thought this would not be read by many concertina players so I
found it noteworthy to reproduce here. PS <>

AGM 2016

"Diary Date: your Committee are finalising the details of the AGM.
Please make a diary note now! We're hoping that our pre-AGM
workshop will be led by our Hon. President, virtuoso English
Concertina player (and Northumbrian Piper), Alistair Anderson.

The AGM will be held in "The Toon", Newcastle upon Tyne, so readily
accessible from many points of the UK and overseas, either by car,
train, plane...or even ferry! We're anticipating a good turnout.

The date will be (all Saturdays - in order of preference), 16th April;
9th April, or 23rd April. Naturally, we're going to let you know asap
once we have a confirmed  date. For now, please keep these 3
consecutive weekends free if possible. (We've done our best not to
clash with other events, eg: the Morpeth Northumbrian Gathering;
the Spring Kilve weekend etc.).

If you have any queries about this, please contact either: Roger
Gawley <roger.gawley@gmail.com>  or Gill Noppen-Spacie
<gillns55@yahoo.com>

We will let you know the full details as soon as they are fixed. <>

Watch the website www.concertina.org PS
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New members joining during 2015

The ICA wishes to welcome the following members who joined in 2015
All are UK resident unless otherwise stated.

Simon Bean

Edgardo Brun -  MI Italy

Catherine Crawford - Scotland

Ian Emery

Christine Evans

Ruth Flint

Steve Fox

Theodore Groth – WI USA

Peter Jones

Michael Leinartas – IL  USA

Jimmy Manley

Eric Matusewitch – PA USA

Eoin McIntyre

Heather McLachlan

Patricia Nicklen

Michael Parnell

Martin Pratt

Jeanne Roberts
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Subscriptions are now due for 2016

On the back of this page is a Membership Form, and Standing Order
Form for UK residents.

Subscription rates are:
UK           Individual  £20.00  Family £30.00 Junior £4.50
Europe    Individual  £23.00  Family £34.00  Junior £6.00
Overseas Individual  £26.00  Family £39.00  Junior £9.00

All members paying by Standing Order, BACS or by other
electronic means (but not PayPal) should notify the Membership
Secretary by email (subject "ICA Membership 2016") or by letter
stating – Member's name, membership number, amount paid in
English Pounds, and quoting the payment reference.

Any members who have changed their postal or email address in
the last 12 months should inform the Membership Secretary by
email or by completing and posting the Membership Form to be
found on the back page of this issue of Concertina World or in
downloadable form on the ICA website (www.concertina.org) under
ICA Membership.

Members resident outside the UK should pay by PayPal in
English Pounds via the ICA website www.concertina.org -
Membership Page.

UK Members are encouraged not to pay by PayPal because it
charges the ICA a transaction fee but if it is easier for you that will
be fine. The ICA's preference is for payment by standing order,
online bank transfer, or cheque in that order.  The bank account
details are on the inside front cover.
It is essential that electronic bank transfers or counter remittances
include your FULL SURNAME and INITIAL in the payee reference
field, and your membership number if known and it will fit in.  Those
still preferring to pay by cheque should write their full name and
address on the back of the cheque, along with membership number
if known, and post it to the Membership Secretary at the address on
the inside front cover.

Martin Henshaw (Membership Secretary)
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New book: “Duets for Concertina and/or Violin”

You will find a compilation of music composed by Ineke Hoff. (See
CW 457 April 2014 for some examples of the music and a story
about the composer can be found in CW 458 June 2014)

The music is presented in an order that is more or less one of
increasing difficulty and the music on the cd is played on
concertina.

For play-along purposes the second voice  of each piece has been
added as a solo track. Hence the CD can be used for the pleasure of
just listening or of playing along.

Suited for English concertina, Duet and Anglo 30 keys.

Available on www.concertina-academy.com



List of upcoming events:

UK
18 - 20 March 2016

West Country Concertina Players
 Kilve, UK  Residential Weekend

http://thewccp.org/

UK
16 April 2016 (provisional date)

AGM of the International Concertina Association
Newcastle

www.concertina.org

Sweden:
 22 - 24 April 2016

17th annual Scandinavian Squeeze-In
location:  Torna Hällestad, Skåne (southern Sweden)

 www.nonce.dk/SSI/
email:  ssi@nonce.dk

UK
20 - 22 May 2016

Swaledale Squeeze
www.swaledalesqueeze.org.uk/

steven@swaledalesqueeze.org.uk

Germany:
 20 - 22 May 2016

Konzertinatreffen Wartaweil (Frühjahrstreffen):

www.konzertinanetz.de

 www.concertina.org


